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“I’ve seen organizations spend hundreds  
of millions of dollars on security safeguards 

that were penetrated by a knowledgeable 
person with a handheld device.”

Bill Boni 
CSO, Motorola











Malware that targets smartphones



9 steps to protect mobile devices

Educate users on the importance of security and ways to avoid the loss of 
their mobile devices and laptops. 

Be sure password protection is set to "on" for all mobile devices. Most 
come with some built-in password protection, and higher levels of access 
security can be added through third-party applications. 
   
Install a mobile management system that enforces reasonable data 
security policies on the widest possible range of mobile, wireless devices.



Determine which files can and cannot be downloaded and by which users, 
and enforce these rules through any means available, including port locking, 
protecting the company's most sensitive and regulated data from exposure. 
   
Encrypt either individual files or the entire contents of the mobile device, 
depending on the organization's security needs, both for transmission and 
storage of sensitive information on mobile devices. 

Enforce connection/VPN security standards for all transmissions to mobile 
devices to ensure transmission security.

9 steps to protect mobile devices



Require active firewall and virus protection on all mobile devices and 
update the firewall and virus protection regularly through downloads from a 
central server. 
   
Enable device lockdown and "kill" functions so that, for instance, if a 
device does not connect to the corporate network for 24 or 48 hours, or if it 
does attempt to connect after being reported missing, it automatically wipes 
the data in its memory clean. 
   
Log device use to access any data defined as sensitive in regulations or 
otherwise considered sensitive by the organization (for instance, corporate 
financials, research results and customer data). 

9 steps to protect mobile devices













How have mobile devices, networks and location-based services 
changed our values regarding privacy, data collection and data use? 

What rights do people and organizations have regarding the data 
collected? And what expectations as these services become more 
popular? 

What rights are granted and recognized internationally and how can 
compliance be assured? 

What standards should apply to government access to, and collection 
of, location data? What are the limits? 

What are the most significant international differences in the 
legislation and regulations about geolocation?



Educate your employees on mobile 
security requirements 
Implement comprehensive mobile device 
policy that aligns with organization’s risk 
profile 
Define the nature of services accesible 
through the devices 
Integrate all the devices into the 
company’s asset management program 
Describe the type of authentication and 
encryption methods to be used



Some important audit issues (1)



Some important audit issues (2)
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‘You think you’ve flown before, 
but you ain’t left the ground’ 

‘You think you’ve seen the sun, 
but you ain’t seen it shine’
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